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Mitigation of Heavy Oil Production Environmental Impact through Large-Scale Slurry
Fracture Injection of Wastes
Maurioe B. Dusseault and Roman A. Bilak SPE, Terralog Technologies Inc. ml), Calga~, AB, Canada

Abstract
Slurry fracture injeetion (SFI) involves plamment of solid
wastes and water * tieture pressures into deep geological
formations. Currently, materials permitted for SFI include
oily waste sand “slops”, ~ced muds, and produced water
or waste water. Five years field e~ence has led to a good
understanding of the SFI technology, and a re~tory frame-
wo* is evolving in Alberta to permit SFI ~jm to pm
in an environmentally secure manner to meet the goals of the
re~tory bodies as well as the goals of the oil companies.

The approach to SFI operations is descrii including
geological arguments reIated to environmental seeurity. Seeu-
rity is also based on careRd m@tory contro~ desi~ site
selectiou and analysis The applimtion of SFI to other waste
streams shdd help mitigate environmental issues for heavy
oil development, as well as for other oilfield applications.

Heavy al Waste Streams
Non-hazardous oilfield wastes NOW) are produced during

qloratio~ drill~ production and refining. Depending on
heavy metals and certain organic -es wtents, some
streams may be classed as hazardous or mildly toxic. Heavy
oil is thought to be environmental problematic because of high
sulfur content, but upgrading and removal of sufi generates a
hydrocarbon material suitable for refining as a medium-weight
exude oil. The upgmding process generates coke (carbon-rich
residue), elemental *, some waste water, and other solids
such as spent catalyst. The - is sold. Coke, which is 85-
95% earbou is stockpiled in eeation of Iow-pllution
-bustion technolo~ advent. More impotit environ-
mental imes arise in heavy oil production phases.

Table 1: Non.
NOW

Waste S0=
Produced for-
mation water

Produd sand

Drilling mud
wastes (Ody
back-produ~
mud currently
permitted)

Tank bOttOtnS,

sludges, stabie
emdsion

“Slops” (often
called “gorp”
if emdsion-
rich)
Refinery solids
(not permitted
for SFI at pre-
sent)

azardousOilfield Wastes @OW)
NOW

Physical Characteristics
High chlorides, trams of oil, a few fine-
grained clay particles, other dissolved
salts...
Fine- to medium-grained sand produced
along with heavy oil, > 85°/0 SiQ usu-
ally. May have high chlorides content
and up to 4-5% by weight oily residue
in grains...
a. Drill chips: high chlorides, Sant
shale & lime chips, oily if OBM used...
b. Spent aqueous drilling fluids: clays,
water, various chemicals, up to 8°4
emdsified oiI, high pH is common .. .
c. Back-produ@ muds also contain
formation fluids, and - eed sand
Sludges tim stock m chlorides,
clays, briny water, asphaltenes, oil con-
tent variable, up to 30-507% often stable
emtision present,..
Geneml water and oil waste with solids
(clays and sand) from surface clean-up,
spills etc. Chlorides, cyclic HCS...

Mineral matter, coke (carbon-rich resi-
due) horn heavy oil upgrading facilities
with high nonu3mbustible minerals
content chloride-ncb various cherni-
eals, maybe heavy metals rich...

Beeause of the development of massive sand m-
reproductionas a heaw oil exploitation technique in Canada’,
the major solid NOW stream is fine-grained quartzose sand
containing up to 5°/0heavy oil by weight. Massive sand eo-
_ction involves letting sand enter the wellbore during
heavy oil production to increase prediction efficiency. Pro-
duced sand wttles to the bottom of well-site stock tanks and is
removed using vaeumn trucks for transportation to disposal
locations. It is estimsted that in 1997, over 300,000 m3 (at
40% porosity) of waste sand was produced in Cans& fi-om
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exploitation of heavy oils in the region straddling the Alberta-
Saskatchewan border tim51° to 56° latitude. Approximately
60,000 m3 of this sand was injected using SFI, a tripling com-
pared to 19%.

Waste water containing -e amounts of chlorides, small
amounts of oil and dissolved organic species is *produ* in
thermal and non-thermal processes, It is filtered and injected
into formations at pssures Iess than fracture pressure, but
some is tily used to make SFI slurries for solids disposal.

Slops is a generic term referring to mixtures of waste water
and o% usuaIIy with some solids such as clays. It may also
refer to tank bottom, viscous sludges with high oil and fme-
grained *1 solids wntents. These accu3nuIate in large
heated storage tanks at local oil cleaning and transmission
stations. The term slops may also refer to a stable oil-water-
clay emtision generated during hea~ oil exploitation. Pro-
gressive cavity pumps, gas bubbles, and polar moldes and
clay particles are conducive to emdsion generation and these
are phibitively expensive to treat chemically or thermally.
Some proportion of produced stable emulsion is injected
through SFI.

Frodu& muds are largely driIIing fluids back-produd
during weII clean-up. These materials are common in hea~y
oil exploitation by sand production -use sanding leads to
low horizontal stresses and lost circulation, The mud and lost
tition material back-produced early in the well life along
with formation fluids and sand must lx. disposed. The “mud”
material in Projeet 2 (see klow), for example, contained by
weight 50-65°/0 MIids, 15-25°/0oil, and 20-300/0. Currently,
SFI is dy permitted for back-produd aqueous muds.

Slurry FractureInjectionTechnology
To date, SFI is permitted for NOWS, including produced sand
tank bottoms and slops (icluding emdsion), and produti
muds. An aqueous shiny is made with solid and liquid waste
to a density of-1.12-1.28 g/cm3 in a flow-through SFI system
to xee a eontroIIed density, well-dispersed aqueous slurry.
This is injectti into &p porous, permeable strata using two
triplex injmtion pumps in ~I1el. Dual pumps give security
against tubing pIugging if a single pump should fail, and to
triplex pumps reduee undesirable density fluctuations. The
ahmy density, mmpositio% iajection rate, injection peri@
and other factors depend on the formatio~ the nature of the
waste, and the formation nsponse evolution with time.

The target ~rvoir is seIected based on a numkr of crite-
a~ later. The well may be a conventioti cased
vertieal oil well with surface easing to proteet suficial strata.
An old weIl may be acceptable, but good mment-rock bond
must be demomed, ~se-drilIed SFI wells using better
-ent strategies are now beii advi@ as they give better
performance. Target formations to date include oil-free sand-
stones and depleted reservoirs fim 10-40 m thick at depths of
340 to 650 m. In one ease, a low-quality oil-eontaini.ng sand-
stone at 748 m depth is @ for Sn but this ease involves
only slow (40 I/rein] injection of water and slops at a density
of-1.02 #cm3. with a minimal amount of solid wastesz.

Injection (Fig. 1) follows a carefi sequenee based on ex-
perience, materials, and the evolution of formation response:

k
B:
c:
D:
E:

F:

e
H:
I:
J:

K:

Establish rapid cl= water injmion through tubing
Initiate formation breakdown (fracture initiation);
W-flush fracture at a high rate with clear watm,
Slowly increase solids level to target eoncentratio~
Continue SFI operation at average pressure ~ for 6-12
hours at rates of 0.8-1.5 m3/min typically
Slowly decrease solids level to zero, then mntinue with 5-
25 m3 of clear water post-flush;
Shut-in the well, recording all pressure W,
AnalWe to determine instantanmus shut-in pressure ~;
AnalWe for ticture closure pressure, W;
Evaluate gradual pressure decline toward far-field valuea
to determine reservoir response evolutio~ and
Re-initiate SFI after sficient relaxation time at rates and
densities consi~ent with the target formation behavior

Control and assessment data include ~ (the SFI owra-
tions pressure, Stage E), the pressure at the beginning of in-
jeetion A the far-field reservoir pressure, pe and the shut-in
and ficture closure pressure, R, and ~. These are mrded
using down-hole pressure gauges, backed up by at least one
Wace weIIh=d gauge and chart rmrders. Although pSFIis
shown as approximately constant with short-term fluctuations
it is mmmon over the eow of a 10-hour injection Pried for
pSFIto climb by 1 MPa, or climb, then deelinez. Response
changes on a day-to-day basis, and values of R and ~ evolve
over days to wmka. These data all help manage SFI opera-
tions, and aid in interpretation of reservoir evolution.

ExperienceBase
Since -1988, drill cuttings have been disposed by grinding to a
paste and injeetion under fracture pressures through the annu-
lus between two casing strings. Cuttings injection ean lead to
problems such as mud blowouts on subsequent wells, activa-
tion of shearing leading to easing impairment and degradation
of =ment bond quality through high pressure migration aIong
the reek-cement interface.

Massive hydrmdic fracturing using well-sorted proppant
slurries to increase well productivity is similar to SFI, but
there are also substantial ~erences in magnitude and rate.

Prohibition of irjeetion above formation fmti premnre
was adopted decades ago as a regulatory principle, intended to
assure weII integrity, eIiminate fracture impairment of bound-
ing straq and guarantee waste liquid mntainment. Liquids
must be free of all solids to avoid pressure build-up leading to
fracture. If near-weIlbore blocbge through mineral precipita-
tion impairs the well so that ~ approach the ficture
gradient, corrective measures (acids, deliirate hydrmdic
fraa were used. SFI requires that regulators relax these
ze~, = it is a ~ntinuous fi~e pr~s.

The first ~ SFI disposal of large volumes of solid NOW
took place in Saskatchewan in 1988-90 at the Mobil Canada
Ltd. heavy oil Celtic Froject. The oil-h Cretaceons Dins
Formation of mixed river and estnmine accretion plain origin
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was used (Fig. 2). It is a 35 m thick 30% ’porosity, 2-5 Darey
permeability xose sandstone. A conventional well was
recompleted 20-25 m tim the top of the Dins at about 670 m
- and used to episodically inject -1.12 g/em3 rend-water
shiny with variable quantities of slops and emulsion, About
10,000m3 of sand and slops we~ injected into a single well
over two y-, the same weII continues to be used for occa-
sional small SFI activity (2000-3000 m3/yr).

Other projeets have -rated at similar depths, but in gen-
eral dealt with higher ties, higher densitim, and substantial
changes in operational strategy and reservoir use optimiza-
tion. These more recent projects, dating from 1994, have
been caref3dly monitored for environmental securityq.

SFI Case Histories
Projects at eight sites, some revisited seveml times, have taken
place sinm 1994. Several are summmizd here.

Projeet 1: Over a period of eight months, 43,000 m3 of
slurry (produced water. sand and slop) were injected into two
formations using a welI drilIed @calIy for SFI operations.
me well was initially perfomted at 439-449 m in the
CIearwater Formation, The ~ response to injection was
_nt -use of high permeability, >1 D, and a thick sec-
tio~ >20 m with a clayey central streak After daily SFI in-
jection periods averaging IO hours at rates of 1-1.4 m3/min.
~ quickly dissipated to initial formation premures.
During the first project phase, SFI tijection pressures slowly
~ & 2 MPa over four months as formation-scale stress
changes took place. Far-field ~rvoir pressures remained
eonstan~ as is always the case in SFI using permeabIe strata.

WeIlbore implications dted in abandonment of the
lower zone and empletion higher in the Lloydminater For-
rnatioq pefiorated lx.tween 385.5 and 395.5 m. The river-
channel Lloydminster zone is more clayey and less thick and
homogenaus than the ClearWater Formation (all SFI format-
ions in *rta and Saskatchmn are in the Cretaeeous
Mannville Group, ~g. 2). Though it responded less favorably
to m ~ &ssipation and formation response remained
within acceptable limits, Injection pressures largely dissi~ted
within several hours of injeetion despite the lowest permeabil-
ity of all formations used for solids SFI to date, -200 mD.
The ~ did not always drop fidly to the initial formation
~ of 3 MPa, probably beta= of near-well porosity
blockage. Well test and surface tilt analysis indicated hth
planar flow (vertieal fractures) and radial pkmar horizontal
~w (horizontal tictures) during and tier injeetiou indicat-
ing a tilnation of vertical and horizontal solids emplace-
mmrt. Shallow formation depth and modest target zone thick-
n~ led different ficture orientations on different days.

Project 2: The Dins Formation in Saskatchewan was used for
this projeet, tith 88,000 m3 of total slurTYinjeeted into one
SFI well dining six months, The @oration interval was at
592-602 m ~ and the hseline formation ~ was
similar to other SFI formations (4-5 MPa). Properties are
similar to the Mobil Celtic Projeet well. The ~ Formation

is generally the most _ose (>95°/0) of the Mannville
stmta, with quite low mmpressibilities (-4).5x 10%a-’).

The fracture extension injection rate codd not be deter-
mined with a steprate te~ despite injeetion rates of 0.25 -
2.25 m3/min Given the thickness and high permeability, there
was con= that rapid near-well screen-out could occur, but
pr~r operational sequencing and use of the material ~ms
available allowed successfi fracture initiation and soIids in-
jeetion on a daily basis. The Dw has an exeeptiomd ability to
accept large volumes of viscous wastes without plugging.

To cope with large material property variations (thick
emulsio% mud clay-free san~ waste water) without negative
tiects on reservoir response, changes were made to the SFI
strategy. Various materials in different concentrations were
injeeted alternately to ensure that formation pressure build-up
was minimized. These changes have redted in smooth pres-
sure fall-off behavior and lower injection pressures, as weIl as
more rapid decay to virgin reservoir pressures.

Mject 3: Almost 70.000 m3 of slurry made fim produd
sand and water along with sl~ were injected over six months
during this project, also into the Dins Formation in Sas-
katchewan. (At one time, shut 1000 m3 of snow contami-
nated with produced water was injeeted as a waste product!)
The perforation depth was 573-592 w and the fracture exten-
sion ~ was measured to be -10.5 MPa at an injection
rate of fresh water of -1.0 m3/min. The baseline formation
presm was 4.8 MPa. The formation responded quite sirm-
larly to that in Projeet 2, with bottom-hole pressures generaIly
falling to baseline formation pressures within a few hours after
shut M mdess exeessive amounts of viscous materials were
injected in an unconmlled manner.

The well had previously been perforated up-hole prior to
mnversion to SFI, and was ptched so that the well Codd be
used as a SFI well. Unfortunately, poor cement tint large
cyclic pressures (4.8 to 14 MPa within 24 hour cycles), and
attendant casing deformations caused the easing-formation
bond to rupture, allowing ~ to migrate up along the
casing to the patch. A soon as leakage was deteeted tim this
patched zone, the SFI well was ahdoned. Overall, no ti-
tities were enmuntered with the SFI operations or irjection
strate~, wellbore failure was the dtirnate cause of well aban-
donment.

Project 4: This demonstration project involved injection of
5,500 m’ of slurry (about 1,700 m3 of HC-contaminated sur-
tiee soil and mud) in a one-month periti into the Upper 99
fine in the West Coyote field in La Habm Californias. This
abandoned oil field was exploited by p-, -ndary, and
tertiary means over a 60-year history. The formation is a
thi& arkosic, unconsolidated sandstone of 600 mD perme-
ability. A slotted liner was installed over the injection zone at
1250-1265 m @in a pre-existing well. Being deeper than
other SFI projects, a tiltmeter array was not installed.

The ficture extension pressure and ticture extension in-
jection rate were determined to be -16.5 MPa and -1 m3/min.
The average SFI injeetion ~sure was 20 MFa, higher than
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other SFI injection sites because of the depth effm, Data in-
dicate that SFI fractures were vertical (fmcture gradient -13.2
-16 kPa/m). The zone reacted well to the injection of soil and
mud, ~ dissipted within eight hours of injectioq re-
turning to a valueof 6 MPa. No changes in this low formation
~ (*let~ fo~tion ~) were noted during a
tronbk-free operational perid.

hjeet 5: This project invoIves low-solids slop injection
with an automated hj~ion system; no produced sand is dis-
posed2. The injection equipment is Rmotely controlled by a
-T system and sIop tnateriaI and water are kept in tanks,
and inj~ed automatically with valve control. Injection and
shnry parameters are collected using data-loggers linked to
Calgary by tele-Iinks, The control logic includes emergency
shut-down renditions which trigger the post-flush cycle if
situations such as high BHP, high WHP, or low tank levels
arise.

The McLaren Formation used in this project is actually a
low-quality oiI-bearing channel sandstone, perforated horn
745.5 to 74S.5 m. Geology and many o~rational details may
be found in Referenm 2. A total shiny volume in excess of
16,000 m3 has been injected over two years, but at injection
rates of 40 I/d far slower than sand-shury SFI operations
into oil-free or depleted strata. The initial formation pressure
is high mmpared to other zones used for SFI (12-13 MPa)
because of initial water disposal and injection at some na-by
facilities. ~ analysis show that fractures are being initi-
ated and fracture flow is ~g during injection. Because
injection pressures otiy slightly exceed the formation pres-
sure, the magnitude of pressure fail-off is smaller. The forma-
tion has responded favorably to injection operations, and no
mdties associated with the SFI technology have been en-
-tered.

Extension of SFI to Other Heavy Oil Waste Streams
SFI technologyseems titabie for other more toxic waste
strewma~ with heavy oiI (coke, heavy metals rich
aoli4 etc.). To implement this, the ~tential for waste enter-
ing the biosphere tier disposal must be assessed. This re-
quires addressing SFI environmental security of SFI using
geological arguments, understanding of the nature of the
wastes involva and evaluating monitoring to optimize op-
erations and provi& a high level of containment assuranm to
regulatory agencies.

Geoh3gic2d Security of Sm. Geologicalconditions are the
most important guarantee of Iong-terrn environmental security
for SFI. Sites used in Saskatchewan and Alberta have proved
iti SFI takes place into a fit-lying sequence of nonfadt~
alternating sand and shale W of great regional antinuity.
Such a situation is ideal for the following reaso~

1. High permeability and porosity give gd storage mpc-
ity and rapid ~ bleed-off potential to limit fractures
propa~on @dal.

2. once ~ dissipete, soIids are trapped under the high

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10,

effective stresses of the Overburde% at least 6-7 MPa at a
depth of 500 m. At these stremes, solids are rigid and .
My immobilized by frictional forces.
Horizontal deep formation fluid flow without mixing with
shallow waters in surficial glacial strata is predicated by
the flat-lying sequence of sands and shales and the low
topography. Deep basin hydrogeology is dominated by
SIOWnorth~ern fluid flow (cm per year).
As with the heavy oil in near-by reservoirs, oily injected
material is immobilized because of high viscosity and
capillary phenomena in a two-phase liquid system.
Deep water is at least 2O-3OX1O’years of age and exit
times are at least several million years.
Formation and injected waters are mom dense than snr-
face waters, predicating against upward flow or mixing
The >200 m thick smectitic Colorado Group clay-shales
above the Mannville Group strata form a regional iqr-
meable seal against upward flow.
The deep formation water exits over 200 km away to the
northeast at springs buried beneath thick glacial strata.
Slow transit means that massive dilution by dispersion
and -ion occurs. During exit, additiorud dilution oc-
curs from groundwater, rainfall, and runoff.
The long flow rnths mntain sands with clavs as well as
thick ties and clayey silts. Clay minerals ‘provide huge
adsorptive capacity ionic and organic species.

SFI has a substantial positive effect on heavy oil develop-
ment, reducing environmental impaq and virtually eliminat-
ing environmental liabilities for the oil mmpanies involved.
Though SFI permitted wastes are currently non-hazardous,
there exist such robust security factors that we believe SFI can
be extended to include solid toxic materials.

A mmprehensive set of geological requirements has not
been sti@ted nor shotid restrictive re@ations be prema-
turely adopt~ as SFI technology is evolving rapidly and the
geological bounds for secure application remain to be defined.
For example, thick sands with >1 Darcy permeab:~ty were
first considered necessa~, now sands of perrneabilities down
to 50-100 mD are mnsidered if other criteria are met (e.g.
thickness, nature of overlying stra~ lateral extent ...). Also,
note that the storage capacity for wastes in a large sedimentary
busin is essentially limitless. One km3 of 307. porosity sand
has a pore volume of 300 million cubic metres, and there are
typically thousands of km3 in these basins.

NORM Disposal Using SFI: Given SFI success to date, it is
likely that extension to other materials such as NORM (natu-
rally-occurring radioactive materials such as pipe and tiled
scale) will be considered in the fiture. Substantial modifica-
tions of the blending injection system will be needed to reduce
the risk of partitite emissiom Splam spill, or Ieakage to
levels ticient to aI1ow materials with mme level of toxicity
to be handled.

For NORM disposal (or other toxic solids), in addition to
all the positive geological factora, dilution and immobilization
are acklitional possibilities. A small-volume NORM stream
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eanbeadded asatietionofa large produced sandx
mmg high dilution (1:10 to 1:30). The ab~ivity of
clay minerals in situ is a stro@y positive factor: NORMS con-
sist largely of berates, ~nates or silicates, and if the heav-
ier metals are Iii- adsorption will occur.

Further rik reduction can be achieved through incorpora-
tion of large percentages ~Y/~95%) of shale chips, clay, and
~titious ~ with diluted wastes. As drilling wastes
are largely shale chips and clay, it =ms natural to use this as
a cnrrier fi mm toxic material disposal. Once compacted at
~ such a mix wodd have a permeability 6-8 orders of
magnitude Iess than the sandstones, along with a high adsorp
tive capacity. The NON (or other toxic material) is essen-
tially totally immobilized.

Contaminated soil or road asphalts on which PCBS have
been @~ heavy-metal-rich clinke~ foundry sands, and
other materials ean be easily ground and di~sed using SFI.
At typical retinery or chemical phmt sites, there are thousands
of cubic metres of contaminated wils, if site conditions are
favorable, these may be injected at ~, without the risk as-
sociated with -rtation. This has been demonstrated in an
rnjection projeet within the greater Los Angeles ~ in CaE-
fornias.

Regulatory History of Heavy OttWaste Disposal
In AIbertaand saskatchew~ it was long permitted to spread
prodnd sand on roadways or fields; however, these practim
have become environmentally unacceptable (high chlorides,
cyclic hydrocarbons, quality of groundwater). The HCS in
produced sand tend to give water a noticeable odor, even in
mmnscule mncentrations. Alternatives arc now M and
the Alberta Enm~ Utilities Board (EUB) has taken a lead role
in exploring alternatives. Acceptable alternatives to SFI ap
peartobe:

1. Direct use of oily sand as part of road asphalt formulation
or as a -ock to cement kilns

2. Biodegradation at Mace facilities or managed landfills;
3. Stq hot water, or chemical washing followed by sand

disposal or use as a sand sour=,
4. Conventional lan~ plaeemen~ or,
5. Plamment in caverns dissolved in salt strata.

There is too limited a market for direct use of any but a
small fiction of the produced sand in Alberta and S*tehe-
wan. *ted handling and transportation to a user or a
cleaning plant add substantial costs, favoring local disposal.
Biodegradation is unproven at the large scale, md requires
nutrients and sand movemenq therefore it is likely to cost
more than landfiIling. Other a~oaches are less environmen-
tally secure (landfiIling) or more @y (salt caverns, wash-
in~. Table 2 cxmti some rough estimates of the total mst
of various -6.

The Alberta EUB issued its first formal varianw to an oil
~ for SFI in &rta in 1994. Since thq each new site
has been permitted on an ad hoc basis, backed by site studies,
operating pammeter establishments reporting ~ents,

monitofig proposals to verify containment, and various prac-
tices depeihg on the SFI k ~rmitted.

Table 2: 1998 Costs for NOW Disposal ($CAN)
Method Estimatedcost Comments

per m3of solid
Direct sandnse $20-40/m3, matiy Limited demand
in other process k*g + tmns- (asphalt cement)

portcosts
Conventiomd $30-55/m3 or more Environmentally
Iandtills depending on land ~inthe

costs, transporta- long t-& poor
I tiondistance... I use of land

Biodegradation I >$100/m3 (no ex- I Unproven in
in Ianalls perienceW yet) pra-tice
Direct CICiUliU~ >$70/m3 not in- Sand must still be
various methods eluding _r- disposed once it

j tation costs ] is cleaned
Road or field I $40-80/m3, de- I Una_ble, &
spreading pending on dis- sites are often

tanw to site quite distant from
I \ the waste source

Solution cavern 1 $85-105/m3 not I Currently un-
plaeement I including trims- I re@t4 but this

1Prtationto site I will change
Sh3rrv fieturc I $55-70/m3soIids I Including well
injtion (SFI) (water disposal an costs, monitoring

additional benefit) analysis, regula-
tory agency re-
ports<

Recommended Regulatory Approach
In permitting SFI, re-~tors -m~- protect present or future
nearby resonrees, minimize risks of noxious wastes or leachate
interacting with shatlow groundwater or the biosphere, ~
maximize ~1 safety in q the wastes. The fotlow-
ing diseumion is based on Canadian experience.

SiteChoice: NOW are not toxic, thus present site management
does not have to be re@ted bond current rules”w.
operators now w enclosed light fabric-rib strn-s to allow
winter operations and sites with eon- pits and lined surfkce
ponds reduce chances of qge of HCS into groundwater.

Stratim Choice: A ticiently deep. laterally extensive,
porous, permeable =rvoir must be identifi~ charaeteti~
and a- The stratum must have sufficient thickness and
permeability (>5-10 Darcy-metres) and =orage Mpaeity, be-
cause up to 50,000 m3 of solids and oil in a total slurry volume
of 250,000 m3 may be injected over a @ti several ym. A
formal reservoir study is invariably executed. If sand and
slops are to be disposed together, the amount and nature of the
dops must be designs as some strata are less a-g of
slops ~ othe~ ~ sand wifi less than 2-3% slaps Wll be

disposed in a lugh permeability reservoir, repeated tip -n-
out danger exists.

The target may be an oil-fi stratum or a depleted reser-
voir at any depth below shallow groundwatcr interaction pos-

.
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si~ties. Poorly consolidated or intensely tietured sand-
stones are prefe~ but any formation that can accept large
volumes of solids and eontimre to bleed off fluid pressures
rapidly is aqble.

Well Choim and Completion: SFI requires a conventioml
vertical oil weII with 3-5 m large-diameter c’big-hole”) perfo-
mtions M the stmtmn base. An old weII may ~ suitable,
providing the previous mmpletion and well rendition is ade-
quate. A tubing string and packer with a BHP gauge just
above the packer are instaIled

The major ~dty encountered during generally trouble-
ti SFI operations to date has bn the effeets of poor bond
between the r~ and the cement on the SFI well, or on offset
wells close enough to experience the high pressures generated
during SFI. Differential pre~ can lead to large gradients
for considerable times. In one Alberta case, the formation
~ in the producing horizon 85 m above the SFI stratum
was 2-2.5 h4Pa or less, and the SFIBHP of 12-12.5 ~ Iedto
eo~ “on along the poor mment of an offset well. Cor-
recting for hea~ a gradient of about 100 kPa/m efisted during
SFI, generating the ~ng potential for upward flow of liquids.
ReeenUy, weI1-~eific cement strategies and cement types are
being ~mmended for -al SFI wells to reduce the
c* of well impairment.

SFI Operations Strategy: The re@atory agency must study
and approve a proposed general operations stitegy for SFI.
including the monitoring activity. For example, the SFI stra-
tum must be allowed periods of “relaxation” for pressure dis-
sipation and collection and analysis of reservoir response data
on fracture gradient, transmissivity, and near-wel]bom fluid
flow impairment. The duration and frequency of quiescent
periods depends on the monitoring data: slower pressure deeay
and changing response must b treated cautiously, mmpared
to rapid decay and consistent response. Typically. SFI periods
of 6-12 hours a day are ~ injeeting perhaps 150-200 m3
~ 0-150 m3 of slops (extremely dependent on the compo-
sition), and 600-800 m3 of total shrny. A single SFI well can
be used for injection for several weeks, even months, but Iong
periods of quiescence (while monitoring pressures) allow
complete pressure decay and reassessment of reservoir pa-
rameters such as.

Permitted MateriaIs: The AIberta EUB, based on their
guidelines published in the last few Yearss”s, permits SFI
welIs for any combination of produd sand and produced
water with oily sludges such as sIops, tank bottoms or emul-
siom In the near fiture, SFI wells will likely be classified as
Class lb disposal weIIs, with a relaxation on the maximum
allowable pressure to aIlow injeetion under fracture pressure3.

One or two-litre mrnples are taken onm a week. but a time
limitation on storage is necessmy, otherwise they do not mmt
analysis standards. If thm is disagreement on mterials
within the mntexl of the permit, provisions must k made to
mmple and amdyze it immediately. tisional random site
visits and requests for a detailed audit shodd be carried out by
the regulatory agency each 4-8 weeks. All site operational
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dataand analyses are filed every 10 w=ks.

Monitoring Requirements: Operationally, monitoring is -
vital for SFI management and to achieve maximum trouble-
h efficiency. For re@tors, monitoring demonstrates eon-
tainmen~ assures &rsonnel and entionmental security, wn-
firms best possible practice, and allows fill audits.

A continuous reading horn a ~tto m-hole uressure a uge is
the most important data source for amdysis and evolutionary
tracking. Casti annuhra r3ressure, well-h=d oreSsure, *
tion vumv manifold rxessure, and other data - more impor-
tant for SFI management than for regulatory con@ol.

Offset well uressure monitoring is advised for up to 3-4
easings penetrating the SFI zone within a radius of 250 m.
Production behavior of wells shoutd be monitored and changes
in fluid levels or production rates recorded for correlation.

The volmne make-u~ of the SFI 51urrv (solid NOW, li@d
NOW, make-up water) is H- and the input stream is
e4mtinuously mrded for ~ dens i~.

To map where wastes are going requires measurements
and inversion of surface deformation data, or continuous mi-
croseismic monitoring. At the present time, ody the former
approach is used. T~ involves
12 to 16 precision tiltmeters to record ground surface inclina-
tion changes. Analysis gives an eatirnate of ticture orienta-
tion atiitude, and thickness. Repeated measurements allow
development of a picture of where the solids were emplad
and this gives explicit information about containment.

in microseismic monitoring acoustic emission amdysis
allows spatiotemporal tracking of pr~sses, helping to delimit
the @ected zone quantitatively.

Special Reservoir Evaluation Tests: SFI reservoir properties
change with time because new materials (sand oil, fme-
grained minerals) are being introduced. Evahrating these
changes requires periodic tests and analyses.

StOrate iniection tests involve staged rate increases of
clear water injection to assess ticture initiation pressure
(ticture gradient). These are carried out before a prolonged
SFI Pried in the well, upon mmmencing irjeetion tier any
shut-down lasting more than three days, and perhaps at two- or
three-w=k intervals during normal SFI operations.

~ fall-off anaivsis is earned out on daily SFI well
shut-in pressure responses, which typically provide shut 10-
12 hours of data &fore the next start-up. Not all pressure fall-
off curves follow “conventional” behavior, and relatively de-
manding analyses are n-to track reservoir evolution.

bn~-term mssure decline analvsis is n- for each --
prolonged shutdown period. Data are analwed to see if far-
field resemoir pressurization is ~g and if the short-term
response (10-12 hours) Mers from the long-term response
(80-150 hours). Such analyses and a detailed interpretation of
their meaning shodd be _ in re@tory reporting.

Tramr and hot water iniection tests are used to assess cas-
ing integrity to assure that higher zones are not impaired.

Inieetion tests (constant rate or pressure) are used to de-
lineate reservoir properties such as transmissivity and stora-
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Table 3: bnnnendations for Re@tory Control of SFI Operations

mhtory Pracdce Comments Mommended Uae
Ffl SFI we~ and stratum Well casing integrity, cement quality, suitability of proposed Must be-in any SFI
evaluation report stratum for SFI (volume capbitity, _bility, geographic

Iocatiq pro
wpo~

ximity to o#er wem reso~ protediom etc.)
Site choice and site Protection of ace groundwater, elimination of any air-borne Must be_inany SFI
practices -Ate g-tire personnel safeg issues proposal
Well mmpletion approach Nature of the we~ use of pching or ~ent squ-es to close Not n~, but a

previous Perforation design of new @oratiq tu~ documented plan is desirable
packers. downhole and wetlhead instrumentation for re~tory a~sment

Treatment of offset wells Idendfication of any casings in an _te @US of due=, R-for ~@tv
(producing or stied) deciding whether to monitor ~s or other parameters on any mntro~ usefid for SFI

of thm operations opdmization
Propoti SFI operations Injection period and repose period 1- irjection rat- density Partofa*entedplan
mtegy of slurry to be injectd percentage slops or sludgq etc. submitted for SFI @tting
Bottom-hole pressures Continuous pressure-time traces tim an opemting down-hole N~ for both SFI

gauge mrnpling the fluid ~ in the injection tubing near the operations mntrol and
exit point. Data are wrded continuously during active SFI re&tory su~sion
opera tiOm and during W shutdom pennodsas well.

Gther pressures (anrndus, Fluid level gauges or pressures on Hsings in nearby abandoned Necessary for SFI
wellh+ offset wells) or pr~eing wells, annulus and wellhead pressures on the SFI

wel~ pump manifold pressures.
operati~ not for re~tory
mntrol

Stim deformation data Stice deformations horn a dltmeter array are amdyzed to give Gne or the other shdd be
and Inicroseitic indications of where solids m going whether vertid ticture
monitoring growth is

_ tO CO* waste
~g etc. Microseismic information allows mntaimuenc both if toxic

sptiotem~d locatition of fracture ernplament. wastes are disposed.
Volume balance All volumes of various streams (e.g. x produd water, sl~ Nmssary for ~@tory

and sludges) are estimated tim surfam measurements and control
operations. and volumes of injected slurries caltited from the
pump stroke mte are mrded continuously.

Slurry &density Continuous mording of W density tier the slurry has Iefi the N~ for SFI
fin81mixing tank. Combined with volume estimates of the operatiom not for Efpdatory
phases. these data provide information for a detailed andit.

Step-rate tests
control

Gradual staged in-se in injection rate using clear water to Required before a sequence
determine the ticture extension (initiation) ~w and thus of SFI episodes or once each
estimate the minimum in situ stres around the SFI well. month.

Short-term ~ -y At the end of each daily cycle, the pressure drop off behavior is Re@ar analysis of selected
tests and analysis recorded and analyzed for shut-in pressure, ficture closure pre- response data is

pressure. decay rote, well pressure at start-up the next day, etc.
hng-term ~ssure -Y The pressure &y is wrded for at least 72 hours and anal~ed Required on= evq few
tests and analysis to determine the flow regimes around the SFI well and to weeks (e.g each three

measure the ti-field reservoir ~sure. Co@sons of these weeks)
data to short-term presm decay and to previous data give
indications of resemoir parameter evolution.

Gther special teats Injecdon tests at constant Pre= or rate can be analyzed to give WeU integrity shotid be
reservoir parameters and esdmates of the near-wellhre d8rnage. demonstrated before each
Casing can be test~ ment bond low w etc. SFI pod
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